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Overview
The modum system

•

The modum system ensures compliance with
Chapter 9 of the new EU GDP regulations (2013/C
343/01).

•

The modum system uses a per shipment service
model.

•

The modum system consists of 3 key components:
the app for all standard devices, a dashboard for
automated controls, and sensor devices.

•

The modum system collects and stores immutable
raw data and provides useful analytics tools.

•

The modum system is autonomous and can easily
and efficiently be integrated into your existing processes via an interface. The service includes set-up,
training, customer support, and regular updates.

1. Mobile App
Our app works on smart
phones and scanning
devices in an industrial
environment. It allows our
sensors to be connected
and activated. Sensor data
can be read-out immediately.

2. Dashboard
Automation, analytics, and
documentation in one place.
Quality assurance teams can
streamline compliance processes to be integrated into
regular logistics processes.

3. Sensor Device
Compact sensor devices
track the temperatures that
shipments are subjected
to. They are calibrated,
equipped with the necessary
certificates (CE, EMC), and
use the latest RF technologies
to efficiently communicate.
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This brochure presents the standard service offering from modum.io. Exact services and agreements will
vary depending on the specified solutions decided upon between modum.io and each unique customer.
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How It Works
Easy to integrate
SET ALARM CRITERIA

ANALYZE

Before packing and shipment,
the modum.io dashboard
allows you to set the alarm
critera for sensor devices
remotely.

After the shipment has been
received, the modum.io
dashboard provides tools for
data analytics, which allow
you to qualify distributors,
validate processes, and
handle out-of-spec. cases.

Connect and activate the
sensor in one simple
step with the modum.io
app for your mobile
devices.

PACK

The modum.io sensor device
monitors the temperature
with a precision of ±0.5 °C
while in transit. The data is
traceable to parcel, pallet, and
transport type.

RECEIVE

SHIP

Alarm criteria for each shipment are
written into a secure smart contract
during the activation and connection
process.
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Compliance is immediately
verified without unpacking
the shipment using radio
frequency technology and
the modum.io app for your
mobile device.

The conditions to be complied with are
publicly accessible and auditable by a
third party.

The sensor device feeds the smart
contract that checks against the secure
conditions and immediately notifies you
of any deviations.
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1. Mobile App
Equip your entire team with our app

One simple process to connect and activate

Immediate readout

Each modum sensor device has a unique sensor ID. The mobile app
allows packers to connect one sensor with each shipment
barcode and activate the sensor in one simple process.

When the shipment changes ownership, an immediate compliance
check is performed. Alarms are displayed, indicating the necessary
actions to be taken. This regulatory check can be integrated into the
proof-of-delivery process without opening the parcel.

The modum app automatically applies pre-set values for alarm
criteria and measurement frequency to each sensor device based on
the shipment it is connected with. These values are specified using
the dashboard.
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The mobile app connects easily with standard devices, including
smart phones or scanning devices. It can also be seamlessly
integrated into existing ERP systems.
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2. Dashboard
Secure Raw Data, Analytics, and Process Automation

Set Alarm Criteria

Analyze

Documentation

Choose from predefined alarm critera or
create customized alarms that consider
Mean Kinetic Temperature, measurment
intervals, instances of exposure,
temperature thresholds, and time.

Data analytic tools include search, filter, and
analytic functions, which use the raw data
measured during shipment. The modum
dashboard enables bulk analysis and filtering of data based on duration, day, recipient,
sender and logistics service provider.

All shipment data is stored in the modum system’s backend. Blockchain technology
ensures that this data is secure, immutable,
and always accessible.

The modum dashboard has the capability to
automate the process to define
shipment-specific alarms.
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The modum system collects valuable data
for compliance, process validation, and
supplier qualification.

The dashboard can be used to generate
reports, handle deviations and automate
additional steps including notifications,
product return and reshipment.
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3. Sensor Devices
A tested protype available now

Device Type

TI CC2650 SensorTag™

Usage

IoT applications

Sales Markets

Product development

Hardware
External Dimensions (LxWxH)

50 x 67 x 14 mm

Warehouse Conditions (stand-by mode)

0 °C to +30 °C

Operating Temperature Range

-30 °C to +70 °C

Accuracy by Temp. Range

±0.5 °C (0 °C to +40 °C)

Measuring Interval

1 second to 1 day

Memory (RAM)

Sensors as a service

Storage (FLASH) for

4,000 measurement points

Device Sensors

Ambient light, digital microphone, magnetic
sensor, humidity, pressure, accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer, object temperature,
ambient temperature

Protection Class

Water & impact resistant with casing

Battery Life

Up to 1 year

Reactivation

Possible

Configuration

Cloud connectivity for remote config

Bluetooth

2.4-GHz RF transceiver compatible with
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 4.2
Compliant with worldwide radio frequency
regulations

Certificates

EN 300 440 Class 2, ETSI EN 300 328, FCC CFR47
Part 15, ARIB STD-T66

Calibration Certificates

ISO/IEC 17025
accredited 3-Point Calibration

The sensor devices are included in the per shipment
service offering of modum.
The Texas Instruments SimpleLink™ multi-standard
CC2650 SensorTag™ is currently available for pilot
testing. We successfully tracked shipments for several
clients in pilot programs across Europe and the Middle
East.

* This is a prototyping device, available only for pilot testing.
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3. Sensor Devices
The modum sensor available 2018

Device Type

modum temperature logger

Usage

International supply chain

Sales Markets

Pharmaceutical, cosmetic, chemical, food, horticultural, perishables

Hardware
External Dimensions

100mm x 40mm x 10mm

External Displays

3 LEDs: active/measuring/warning

Weight

60g

Warehouse Conditions (stand-by mode)

0 °C to +30 °C

Operating Temberature Range

-10 °C to +70 °C, support for arbitrary alerts,
temperature ranges and tolerated deviations

Measurement Interval

1 second to 1 week

Temperature Accuracy (Calibrated)

±0.45 °C between -40 °C to +70 °C

Temperature Calibration Validity

1.5 years

Accelerometer

Range: ±2g - ±16g
Free fall and motion detection

Memory (RAM)

32 KB

Storage (FLASH) for

50,000 measurement points

Sensor as a service

Protection Class

IP65

Battery Life

6 weeks (active), 1 year (passive, on-shelf)

The sensor devices are included in the per shipment
service offering of modum.io.

Reactivation

Possible

The modum temperature logger will be available for
use in Q1 2018.

Bluetooth
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

Bluetooth 5 with secure connections

Bluetooth Features

BLE API on BLE GATT layer updating firmware

NFC (Near Field Communication)

fast initialization / pairing for industrial use

Security Features

Hardware security element for secure boot,
OTA, data authentication using ECC/ECDSA

Certifications

CE, GMP, ISO 13485, temperature calibration

* The modum sensor is currently under development. Specifications may
change to ensure suitability.
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About Us
modum.io since 2016

Founded in 2016, modum.io AG is a tech startup
developing systems to improve supply chain
processes by combining the best of blockchain
technology and the Internet of Things. Based in
Zurich, between the “Crypto Valley” in Zug, a hot
spot for fintech and cryptocurrency innovation,
and Basel, a European pharma hub, modum.io is
perfectly located to bring an innovative compliance machine to market.
At modum.io we strive to make all of our client’s
business processes more efficient and streamlined through the use of emerging technologies.
We work with our clients to find pragmatic solutions that enable them to benefit from the most
innovative technologies on the market. We help
our clients reduce costs and increase security,
transparency, and profitabilty.

Working from Technopark Zurich

Partnered with University of Zurich
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